FROM THE LOOM TO THE CLOUD
Short trip from the industrial revolution
to the information revolution

The Jacquard loom
The Jacquard loom is a normal mechanical
loom modified with a device invented in 1801
by the Frenchman Joseph-Marie Jacquard
(1752-1834). This device meant complex
multicoloured designs could be made on
canvas, faster and automatically, so that the
loom could be operated by one worker instead
of two. This device was based on the use of a
perforated metal drum and punched cards for
checking the designs. Yes, punch cards - just
like in early modern computers.

Operation example of the Jacquard loom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlJns3fPItE

The pianola
The punch card system quickly moved from
textile production to other areas especially
music and entertainment. Thus the pianola
(also known as player piano) was invented and
like the Jacquard loom it meant music could be
played automatically. Thanks to a special
pneumatic mechanism this device played
pieces of music on perforated paper rolls,
made using a type of piano played by a pianist.
Even great composers such as Debussy,
Stravinsky and Ravel recorded their works on
these reels.

Operation example of the pianola

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07krQ661fok

Punch card and binary code
Both the Jacquard loom and the player piano
are based on punched cards. "A punch card
is a recording medium on which information
is recorded by coded perforations. They are
made of cardboard and represent the
information by the presence or absence of
holes in predefined positions." [Source:
Wikipedia] It is therefore a device that
processes information by a real binary code,
a language in which binary symbols called
bits are used. A bit has only two values, 0 or
1..
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BASE TWO IS THE SMALLEST BASE FOR A NUMBER SYSTEM.

DIGITS 0 AND 1 ARE CALLED BITS FROM BINARY DIGIT
THE BINARY SYSTEM IS A POSITIONAL NUMBER SYSTEM.
GIVEN n INDEPENDENT BINARY VARIABLES, x1, x2, x3,…, xn
THESE CAN TAKE ON 2n DISTINCT CONFIGURATIONS.
THE SET OF RULES THAT GOVERN THE BINARY SYSTEM IS
CALLED BOOLEAN ALGEBRA AFTER ITS CREATOR GEORGE
BOOLE.
8 BITS MAKE UP A BYTE AND VARIOUS MULTIPLES ARE
DEFINED FROM IT.

WITH 8 BITS YOU CAN HAVE A CONFIGURATION OF 28
ELEMENTS AND THEREFORE 256 BYTES.

(100110)2= 1x25+0x24+0x23+1x22+1x21+0x20=32+0+0+4+2+1=(39)10
(4)10= (100)2

4:2=2 resto 0; 2:2=1

resto 0; 1:2=0

resto 1

Bit and Byte
A byte is a unit of measurement that indicates how much information a
data processing system can store. One byte equals 8 bits.

1KB = 210 byte = 1.024 byte
1MB = 220 byte = 1.048.576 byte
1GB = 230 byte = 1.073.741.824 byte
1TB = 240 byte = 1.099.511.627.776 byte

Data storage: from punch card to cloud
The first media for saving and storing data
was a complex system of punch cards.
However, during the Second World War
when the Allies began to use the first
computers to break German secret codes
single cards were already being replaced by
more practical perforated tapes. In the early
1950s paper tape made way for magnetic
tape enabling more data to be stored. Each
reel could hold up to 225 kilobytes, the
equivalent of 1,920 punch cards.

ENIAC, the first computer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4oGI_dNaPc

Data storage: from punched card to cloud
The disadvantage of magnetic tapes was that the
data could only be read in sequential order. But as
early as 1956, IBM developed the first hard disk.
Unlike tape, data could be read and written in any
order and could hold up to 5 megabytes of data,
equivalent to about 23 magnetic tapes. The first
hard drive weighed almost a ton! A further
innovation occured in the 70s when floppy disks
were invented. The first ones were quite large
(about 24 cm. in diameter) and flexible. Moreover
they had no cover so they deteriorated easily.
However, they soon became smaller and more
practical and had a hard plastic case. The first
floppy discs held just 80 kilobytes whereas a 3.5inch floppy disk could hold 1.44 megabytes.

Data storage: from punch card to cloud
A further evolution took place in the 1980s
with the introduction of the CD-ROM
(Compact Disc - Read Only Memory), which
could hold up to 700 megabytes, the
equivalent of 486 floppy disks. In the
following decade the CD-ROM was joined by
the DVD (Digital Versatile Disc). Identical to
CD-ROMs in appearance, DVDs use
different materials and different data reading
and writing techniques, allowing you to store
much more information than a single CD. At
4.7 gigabytes of storage, one DVD is
equivalent to approximately 7 CD-ROMs.

Data storage: from punch card to cloud
With the advent of the new millennium, data
storage became portable with the invention
of USB interface keys. They have a flash
memory, technology that enables much
faster data transfer and above all a high
memory density, so that large amounts of
data can be stored in very small light
devices. USB sticks are particularly useful
for transferring data between different
devices. Currently a USB stick can hold up
to 2 TB.

Data storage: from punch card to cloud
The last stop on this fascinating journey is... on
a cloud. The widespread use and improvement
in the Internet and the increasing use of
tablets, smartphones and laptops for business
and entertainment mean people need to be
able to access their files at any time regardless
of where they are. Cloud storage services have
met this need by dematerializing and
delocalizing data, no longer storing it in a
physical space near the user but on powerful
online servers.

Data storage: from punch card to cloud
Cloud storage also means greater security
regarding data loss thanks to backup and
data recovery services normally offered by
cloud storage companies. According to a
study by International Data Corporation, a
market research company, consulting
services and event organization in the ICT
and digital innovation fields, the amount of
data produced and stored worldwide will
reach 163 billion of zettabytes, (one ZB
equals one trillion gigabytes) by 2025.

Will we be able to make good use of it?

